
 

 

 

 

Second springtime for Munich: SUPERBLOOM makes the Olympic ground bloom with numerous 
stars in September 2022 

On the 3rd and 4th of September 2022, the SUPERBLOOM Festival will celebrate its premiere in 
Munich. The Olympic Park and Olympic Stadium will turn into a spectacular world with national and 
international superstars, comedians and numerous experience areas. First top-class acts such as 
David Guetta, AnnenMayKantereit, KRAFTKLUB, Alan Walker, Glass Animals, Zoe Wees and Kaya 
Yanar are already confirmed for SUPERBLOOM 2022 - advance ticket sales start now. 

Berlin/Munich, 23rd November 2021 - After two postponements due to the pandemic, 
SUPERBLOOM 2022 will transform Munich's traditional Olympic ground on 3rd and 4th September 
2022 into an unforgettable wonderland. Over two days, visitors can expect national and 
international superstars on several stages as well as numerous experience areas with different 
entertainment focuses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first confirmed artists include the crème de la crème behind the turntables: superstar David 
Guetta, luminary of electronic dance music and Alan Walker, who is currently delivering one hit 
after another, are among the first confirmed DJs, along with Purple Disco Machine and Joel Corry. 
AnnenMayKantereit, singer-songwriter LEA and the band that never wanted to come to Berlin and 
is coming to Munich instead, KRAFTKLUB, lead the bunch of national artists. The biggest British 
single export at the moment is provided by indie rock band Glass Animals, who will surely also 
perform their song "Heat Waves" at the SUPERBLOOM 2022. Power woman Zoe Wees from 
Hamburg, who has won gold and platinum awards in over ten countries with her single "Control", 
and Belgian musician and producer Stromae, who will celebrate his Europe-wide exclusive festival 
comeback at SUPERBLOOM, will also get the crowds excited. In addition to the musical highlights, 
Berlin comedian and actor Kurt Krömer and comedy star Kaya Yanar will entertain the audience 
with great humor. Many more artists and podcasters will become part of the line-up.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

SUPERBLOOM is more than just a music festival: the numerous areas offer experiences for all the 
senses. With a total of eleven experience areas, visitors always have the opportunity to discover and 
interactively create something. District4, for example, is a lifestyle-fashion-sports area. YourPlanet 
and SuperBrain, on the other hand, deal with topics related to sustainability, science, medicine and 
research. Art will happen at ArtBloom and LakeGallery: Here you will find imaginative sculptures 
and unique installations as well as urban art created by national and international street artists. In 
the Spectacular area, visitors will be amazed by dance, acrobatics, circus and performance. Families 
and all younger guests will experience many adventures in the magical world of the MiniBloom. At 
the heart of the Kids Area, the Daisy Stage, numerous artists will provide the best entertainment.  

Further experience areas and all content details will be announced in the coming months. 

Advance ticket sales start now. The 2-day ticket for Saturday and Sunday is available from 159 EUR. 
Teen tickets for 12-15 year-olds are offered at a reduced price of 99 EUR and limited Kids tickets for 
free.  

These and other ticket categories are available at www.superbloom.de 

 

First confirmed acts:

DAVID GUETTA                                    

ANNENMAYKANTEREIT                       

KRAFTKLUB                                                          

STROMAE                                            

ANNE-MARIE                                       

ALAN WALKER     

GLASS ANIMALS  

ZOE WEES                                           

LEA                        

LABRASSBANDA    

GIRL IN RED        

MEDUZA                                             

PEACE X PEACE ALLSTARS                 

PURPLE DISCO MACHINE  

BHZ                   

KAYA YANAR                                       

KURT KRÖMER     

BEABADOOBEE 

JOEL CORRY      

SAM RYDER                           

BBQ PODCAST 

 

Many more artists will follow soon! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Press accreditation will start in spring 2022 via the official festival website. 

SUPERBLOOM  
03 & 04 September 2022 
Olympic Park & Olympic Stadion Munich  

 

Website: www.superbloom.de  

Social Media: 

Facebook                 

Instagram                

Twitter                      

Official Hashtag: #superbloommunich 

 

About SUPERBLOOM 

SUPERBLOOM is a new live entertainment festival by Goodlive GmbH. After two COVID19-related 
postponements, the festival will celebrate its premiere in Munich in 2022 and transform the Olympic Park 
and the legendary Olympic Stadium into a spectacular world with national and international superstars. 
Comedians, podcasters and numerous experience areas are also part of the new concept. Artists such as 
Miley Cyrus, Post Malone, David Guetta, Kaya Yanar, Rita Ora & Lewis Capaldi have been confirmed for 
the line-up of the last two years.  

 


